
 
 
Information about Mastermind Seminars and Mastermind Partnerships.       
These monthly events are designed to assist you “Reach beyond your dreams            
and goals in every area of your life.”  
 

www.Mastermind-Seminars.org 
 
Each month has been designed to expose each attendee, each partner, each            
individual with very powerful concepts which are designed to help you earn a             
great deal of more money, work less hours, have less stress and improve life              
balance in every area of our lives. 
 
“Yes . . . getting together every month for 30 minutes of SPEED Networking              
and then 60 minutes of POWER Learning and APPLICATION will change the            
way you do business / run your organization forever.” 
 
If you’re the type of person who       
is always looking to move     
faster, learn faster, apply things     
faster . . . then you may want to         
consider seeking more   
information on Mastermind   
Partnerships.  

http://TheVisionProject.net/MastermindScholarships.htm 
 
Mastermind Partnerships are a group of very committed business         
professionals and community based leadership who meet every week for 60           
minutes to take action on what we learn each and every month in the monthly               
seminar. Learning is a great first step but DOING is where all the money is               
made / given, where we save time, reduce our stress and improve our life              
balance.  
 
Talk to one of the CORE Members for this event to learn more information              
about how you can become a “Mastermind Partner” and potentially a CORE            
member within this chapter.  
  

Questions - 888.789.7878
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Mastermind Seminars is so committed to helping your business / community based 
organization build your own BOS that we verify that you’re learning something from 
each and every Mastermind Seminar that you attend. 
  

Very simple . . .  
Each month you attend an event you come with the purpose . . . we hope, to solve                  
a challenge / problem. There is so much presented in one hour that often the               
solution we are seeking might escape us.  
 
Step 1: Examination - “What is a challenge / problem you are facing in any               
area of your personal or professional life?” 
 
Time blocking, staying organized, closing sales, following up           __________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 2: Solution - Listen carefully and deeply to each of the seven segments              
within Mastermind Seminars to discover a possible solution to the challenge /            
problem you are currently facing. If the content you are hearing is brand new to               
you, it may be challenging for you to discover the solution on your own which is                
why it’s important to connect with others at the event to discover the very best               
solution. 
 
GT IT                ___________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Step 3: Implementation - Taking action is the most important aspect of the             
entire event. If we don’t take action on what we learn we waste all the time and                 
energy we invest into learning in the first place. Ask ourselves . . . “What specific                
actions will I take to overcome the challenges / problems I am currently facing?” 
 
Action vision, Study the golden triangle ________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Sign-off by Mastermind Partnership Certified Consultant: ____________    ___/___ 
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Napoleon Hill . . .  
“Whatever the  MIND  
  can  CONCEIVE  
    and  BELIEVE  
      it can  ACHIEVE .” 
 
Tom Kunz shares . . .  
“To  ACHIEVE  
  we need  OTHERS !”  
 
Create a list of names of others, and their google doc link, to the “My Life Vision”                 
for people you love, are connected to and/or those you believe can help you and               
you can help them to achieve their Life Vision. 
 
Mark Boersma -  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u2eUxUFcHyMtcRd794yv5S_3gcMd7p9jYvEjhM83mTQ/edit 

     www.DNAforSuccess.com/Mastermind-Profiles/Mark-Boersma 
Tom Kunz -  
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How Valuable Is My Network? 
 

The answer really is . . . “How well do I work my network for the benefit of those in                    
my network as well as myself?” The truth is that we all know someone who knows                
someone who could change our life forever. The trick is how do we gain more               
value from our network? 
 

The answer rests actually in the 4th “T” within         
the 5 T’s To Stewardship, Trust or       
relationships. When we are great stewards      
with our current relationships we will gain       
more relationships, we will go deeper with our        
relationships and the value of our      
relationships will grow.  
 

List 6 People you know 
 

1. __ Ed Kirch ___________________   4. ____________________________ 

2. __ Lashuan Cousar  ____________   5. ____________________________ 

3. ____________________________   6. ____________________________ 
 

Step 1: Examination - Ask them a simple question 
 

Hey ___________________, I was think about you the other day and I thought of              
something I wanted to ask you. “With all the things you’ve got going in all areas of                 
your life, what would you say a challenge you might be facing in any area of your                 
life?”  
 

Just curious. 
 

Thanks. 
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Step 2: Solutions - Discover A Possible Solution 
 

- Respond to them, after they answer you with “Hmmmm, interesting. Thanks for             
sharing.”  

- Share with your ActionVision coach or those in your mastermind group for ideas              
as to what you could do to bring something of added value to their challenge /                
problem. 

- A lot of problems can be helped through white papers -            
http://TheVisionProject.net/FreeStuff.htm 

- A lot of challenges / problems AND solutions -  http://TheVisionProject.net/BIGGESTChallenge.htm 
 

Step 3: Implementation 
When we help those around with with possible solutions, even the thought is             
powerful, we start to go deeper with people in our lives and they will start to                
introduce us to others they know, expanding our network of influence. If we help              
those around us improve their lives through implementation, who knows . . . maybe              

they will even join us in a mastermind partnership group?   
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Do I Know Why I’m Awesome? 
We probably all shy away from saying “I’m Awesome!” because we don’t want others to               
think that we’re conceited. Let’s think of this in a little different way. What if we were to                  
think of it that “I’m awesome because . . .” or as a result of? If we realize that we’re                    
awesome because of God, a higher being, our parents investment into our lives, the lives               
of others OR whatever we want to say, then we’re not taking credit for being awesome but                 
we are recognising it. This is vitally important because Tom Kunz says “We can’t give               
something to someone else unless we first have it ourselves.” We can’t make someone              
else realize, at the deepest level how awesome, amazing and special they are until we first                
realize that about ourselves.  
 
Step 1: Double click on the box below. 
Step 2: Click on the ovals and boxes and type out everything we are good at, 

what we enjoy doing, what makes us special.  Can be anything even 
“small” things like organization to “big” things like making people feel 
special.  Ask others you know “When you think of me, what do you think 
of?”  DO NOT be modest.  List everything we can think of.  

Step 3: After we have listed out all those things we are good at, in the center 
purple box write out a simple sentence, based on all our gifts, talents, 
skills write “I am awesome in / at . . .” and then we can give recognition 
to whatever we believe, why we are the way we are.  

 

Purpose:  What others have discovered, is that once they realize how awesome 
they are and why, that they help helps others to do the same.  Pay It Forward and 
help others to do the same thing.  
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